From the Chair
Peter Schofield
Permanent Secretary
Department for Work and Pensions

21 December 2020

Dear Peter,
The Committee has recently heard reports of people who have received letters from the
Department asking them to contact it about debts they owe. Among them were people who
had never claimed benefits and therefore feared that they had been victims of fraud.
Following this, many of the people affected have struggled to get through to the
Department’s Debt Management team because of the high volume of calls to the service.
This has, quite understandably, caused them a significant amount of worry and, in some
cases, distress.
In a written PQ answer of 10 December, the Minister for Welfare Delivery said that Debt
Management agents had answered 78% of calls in November 2020, compared to the
Department’s target of answering 90%.
These figures do not, however, include all calls to the system. The answer also explained
that some calls do not “make it into the system”: at the height of the recent problems, an
average of over 51,000 calls were blocked per day.
I recognise that the Department has taken steps to avoid a recurrence of this problem, which
arose because many more notifications than usual were sent by an automated system in
November. Nevertheless, the number of blocked calls—in the latest period for which figures
are available—is still “less than 6,000”. While this represents a welcome decrease from the
previous high of 51,000, I am concerned that a significant number of people calling the Debt
Management team are still unable to get through.
It would be helpful to have answers to the following questions:
1. By when do you expect the Debt Management service to meet its performance
targets?
a. Have you considered setting performance targets which include the
numbers of calls which are “blocked”?

b. For each month from August 2020 to November 2020, please could you
let us know: a) how many call attempts were made in total, b) how many
call attempts were blocked, and c) how many calls were not blocked but
were not answered? It would also be helpful to have as much information
for December 2020 as is available when you answer.
c. I welcome the fact that the Department is increasing the number of
telephony agents in Debt Management. Following the recruitment, how
many staff in total will the Department have working on answering calls
to Debt Management?
2. Some people who have received letters from DWP notifying them of debt said
that their letter did not specify what the debt was for. Does the Department
routinely inform people of how their debt has arisen when notifying them of it,
and if not, why not?
a. The answer to my parliamentary question makes clear that the notifications
of debt are sent by an automated system. What steps are taken to check, before
the Department acts to recover the debt, that people really do owe the sums
they are being required to repay?
In a separate answer, the Minister said that, in November 2020, only 49% of complaints to
Debt Management were responded to within 15 working days, compared to 88% in October.
This is substantially lower than the Department’s target of 90%.
3. What steps is the Department taking to ensure that written complaints to Debt
Management are answered in a timely manner?
Separately, the Committee has heard that people are struggling to contact the Department
about their winter fuel payments, suggesting that capacity issues are not limited to Debt
Management.
4. Other than Debt Management, does the Department have other call answering
services which are not meeting their performance targets?
5. What plans do you have, if any, to increase the Department’s capacity to
answer calls across all of its telephony services?
6. In a recent PQ response, the Minister for Employment said that the Department
has considered the merits of a call-back system, but decided not to adopt one
because “it would not support the current operating models of the
department”. Could you tell us more about why such a system would not work
with the Department’s operating model?
a. The Department introduced a system of “Don’t call us – we’ll call you” in
response to the coronavirus pandemic earlier this year. Would it be

feasible to adopt a similar model across other services in the
Department?
It would be helpful to have a response by Thursday 14 January.
Yours sincerely,

Rt Hon Stephen Timms MP
Chair, Work and Pensions Committee

